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a b s t r a c t
Adaptive strategies in space and time allow considerable speed-up of ﬁnite volume
schemes for conservation laws, while controlling the accuracy of the discretization. In
this paper, a multiresolution technique for ﬁnite volume schemes with explicit time
discretization is presented. An adaptive grid is introduced by suitable thresholding of the
wavelet coeﬃcients, which maintains the accuracy of the ﬁnite volume scheme of the
regular grid. Further speed-up is obtained by local scale-dependent time stepping, i.e.,
on large scales larger time steps can be used without violating the stability condition
of the explicit scheme. Furthermore, an estimation of the truncation error in time, using
embedded Runge–Kutta type schemes, guarantees a control of the time step for a given
precision. The accuracy and eﬃciency of the fully adaptive method is illustrated with
applications for compressible Euler equations in one and two space dimensions.
© 2008 IMACS. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Hyperbolic conservation laws, encountered in many applications, such as inviscid compressible ﬂows, exhibit solutions
which are typically smooth in large regions of the spatial domain, however they locally present steep gradients or discontinuities. This inhomogeneous spatial behavior motivates the use of adaptive discretizations which allow to resolve the
large magnitude of spatial scales without wasting computational resources. Fine grids are hence only used near the steep
gradients, while coarser grids are suﬃcient to represent the solution in smooth regions.
Multiresolution techniques are known to yield an appropriate framework to construct adaptive schemes for hyperbolic
conservation laws since the seminal work of Harten [23]. The methods of the present paper fall into this category and
aim at combining multiresolution techniques with time adaptivity. In the following we consider three kinds of adaptive
strategies to speed up ﬁnite volume schemes for time dependent partial differential equations with ﬁrst order time and
space derivatives in one- or two-dimensional Cartesian geometries.
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1. Space adaptivity (MR): A second order ﬁnite volume scheme (FV) is applied on dynamically adapted grids. We consider
space adaptivity in the multiresolution (MR) context of wavelet analysis for cell averages. The main idea of such a
MR scheme is to use the decay of the wavelet coeﬃcients to obtain information on local regularity of the solution.
Therewith, coarser grids can be used in regions where these coeﬃcients are small i.e., the solution is smooth, while
ﬁne grids are used where the coeﬃcients are signiﬁcant i.e., the solution has strong variations.
2. Controlled Time Stepping (CTS): The time integration is performed with variable time steps, where the time step size
selection is based on estimated local truncation errors. The main reason of controlling the error in the solution is to
obtain an accurate and safe integration in the whole interval, without the requirement of a ﬁxed time step (or CFL
parameter) determined a priori. When the estimated local error is smaller than a given tolerance, the code increases the
step size to make the integration more eﬃcient.
3. Local time stepping (LTS): The time evolution uses scale-dependent time steps. Instead of evolving the solution with a
single time step t on all grid cells, computational work is saved by integrating the solution with different time steps,
according to each cell scale: if t is used for the cells in the ﬁnest level, then a double time step 2t is used in the
coarser level with double spacing. Required missing values in ghost cells are interpolated in intermediate time levels.
In a recent paper by Ferm and Lötstedt [19], such kinds of adaptive strategies have also being considered for hyperbolic
problems in one space dimension. However, instead of MR space adaptivity, there the grid adaptation is based on the
control of local discretization errors in space, which are estimated by comparing the space discretization on two different
grids. To simplify the data structure, the spatial grids are dynamically reﬁned or coarsened in blocks of grids, in the spirit
of the so-called Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement method [5].
Our purpose in the present paper is to combine the adaptive MR scheme for FV discretization with time step control
and local time stepping. Precisely, our goal is to analyze the performance of the following adaptive multiresolution schemes
for the simulation of 1D and 2D compressible Euler equations:

•
•
•
•

MR: adaptive multiresolution scheme with the same constant time step at each scale;
MR/CTS: MR scheme with time step control, but the same time step at all scale;
MR/LTS: MR scheme with scale-dependent local time stepping, but remaining constant in time;
MR/CTS/LTS: MR scheme with time step control and local time stepping.

The MR scheme belongs to a class of adaptive hybrid methods which are formed by two basic parts: the operational
part, and the representation part. The operational part consists of an accurate and stable discretization of the partial differential operators. In the representation part, wavelet tools are employed for the multiresolution organization of the discrete
information. A function is discretized at different levels of resolution, which are related by inter-level transformations:
projection and prediction operators. The wavelet coeﬃcients are deﬁned as prediction errors, and they retain the detail information when going from a coarse to a ﬁner grid. In particular, these coeﬃcients are small in regions where the solution
is smooth and signiﬁcant close to irregularities. In an adaptive MR method, the goal consists in accelerating a given reference discretization, by taking into account local regularity information indicated by the wavelet coeﬃcients of the numerical
solution without deteriorating the quality of the solution.
In the MR context, several methods can be designed, depending on the choices of the representation and operational
parts. MR methods were originally introduced for hyperbolic conservations laws by A. Harten [23,24] in the context of ﬁnite volume schemes and MR analyses for cell averages. By means of the MR representation of the data, the idea was to
reduce the number of costly ﬂux evaluations to speed up the scheme, however without reducing the memory requirements.
Harten’s approach has been further developed in different directions [1,6,9]. The SPR method, Sparse Point Representation was
the ﬁrst fully adaptive MR scheme, introduced by M. Hölmstrom [25,26] in the context of ﬁnite differences and interpolating
multiresolution analysis, leading to CPU and memory reduction. There the wavelet coeﬃcients are used as regularity indicators to create locally reﬁned grids, on which the numerical solution is represented and the discretization of the operators
is performed. Applications of the SPR method have been published in [14,38]. For ﬁnite volume discretizations, in combination with cell averaged multiresolution analysis, fully adaptive MR schemes have been developed in [11,21,28,35,39,40].
Discontinuous Galerkin methods have been applied to hyperbolic conservation laws in [8] using Haar wavelet indicators to
decide where to reﬁne or coarsen the meshes. These publications reveal that the multiresolution concept has been applied
by several groups with success to different stiff problems. For comprehensive literature about the subject, we refer to the
books [10,35].
Controlled time stepping is a practice that has been used for a long time in the ODE community [22], with good results.
As pointed out by Shampine [41], it is valuable to estimate the error and to monitor the step size in order to get some
conﬁdence that the step size is small enough both for resolving the behavior of the solution and for the numerical method
to behave as expected. For stiff problems, for which the accuracy requirement can be satisﬁed with step sizes that are much
too large for stability of the numerical method, the control of the local error can be used to stabilize the integration. As
described in [42], if the time step is too large for stability, the estimate grows, leading eventually to a step rejection and a
reduction of the time step size that will stabilize the method. More recently, CTS schemes have been successfully applied to
PDE’s [19,27,43]. For hyperbolic ﬂow simulations, the results in [16,19,27] demonstrate the CTS stabilization ability, free of
any CFL constraint.
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A bottleneck of most of space-adaptive methods, in particular of MR methods, which typically employ explicit or semi–
explicit time discretizations, is that the ﬁnest spatial grid size imposes a small time step in order to fulﬁll the stability
criterion of the time scheme. Hence, for extensive grid reﬁnement with a huge number of reﬁnement levels, a very small
size of the time step is implied. To overcome this diﬃculty, different strategies have been pursued to introduce adaptive
time stepping for adaptive or/and irregular space discretizations of PDEs. For instance, in [13,37,44] local time stepping is
analyzed for conservation laws, where the space discretization is non-uniform but ﬁxed. Space–time mesh reﬁnement for
the one-dimensional wave equation based on the conservation of a discrete energy is proposed in [12]. In the AMR context,
originally proposed by Berger and Oliger [5], local time stepping has been used both for the computation of stationary or
non-stationary solutions [4,5,29]. So far, only one-stage time integrations have been used, either explicit or implicit. Recently,
multi-stage methods have been considered in the AMR context [19], however, for 1D simulations only. In [18,20,34] local
time stepping algorithms for discontinuous Galerkin methods are presented.
In the context of adaptive wavelet methods, Bacry et al. [3] ﬁrst introduced a scale-dependent time step to 1D test
problems. More recently, Müller and Stiriba [36] presented a fully adaptive multiresolution ﬁnite volume scheme with a
locally varying time stepping. For time discretization, one-stage methods, either explicit or implicit Euler schemes are used.
A linear combination, leading to a Crank–Nicholson scheme, yields second order accuracy. Applications for one dimensional
conservation laws illustrate the eﬃciency and accuracy of the scheme. Applications to bidimensional systems are shown
in [30,31]. A pure space–time Galerkin approach for viscous Burgers equation where the time axis is treated like a space
direction has been introduced by Alam et al. [2]. Results for one space dimension look promising, however the extension of
this method to higher dimensions seems questionable as it could be expensive in memory storage.
The methods considered in the present paper are intended to investigate the inﬂuence of time adaptive strategies to
improve the eﬃciency of multistage time integration of MR ﬁnite volume discretizations applied to compressible Euler
equations. For an eﬃcient MR representation, we adopt a data structure which is organized as a dynamic graded tree, as
proposed in [40]. In the MR/CTS scheme the time evolution uses a global time stepping, i.e., the same t for all cells.
However, t varies with time, and its size is chosen dynamically. It should be small enough to get a required precision
and stability of the computed results, but suﬃciently large to avoid unnecessary computational work. In this direction,
ﬁrst results in [16,17] demonstrate the eﬃciency of the MR/CTS method for typical test problems in 1D and 3D. In the
MR/LTS scheme, instead of evolving the solution with a single time step t on all grid cells, computational work is saved
if the solution is integrated with different time steps, according to each cell scale. In [15], applications of a MR/LTS method,
which is validated for 1D test problems to fully adaptive 3D computations for reaction-diffusion equations, illustrate the
additional speed-up of such local time-stepping. Compared to previous work, where mostly one stage methods are used,
we perform local time-stepping with multistage methods, which becomes technically more diﬃcult as synchronization is
required. Finally, the MR/CTS/LTS scheme combines the two time adaptive strategies. In the present paper we apply the
different schemes, i.e., MR with ﬁxed time step, MR/CTS and MR/LTS to 2D compressible Euler equations. We also show our
ﬁrst results coupling MR/CTS and MR/LTS.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the space-adaptive MR ﬁnite volume method. The timeadaptive strategies are described in Section 3. In Section 4, the different time-space adaptive MR methods are applied to
the compressible Euler equations in one and two space dimensions. The results are compared with the exact solution in 1D
and/or with those obtained using the FV, FV/CTS schemes on a regular grid, and the MR scheme with global time stepping.
Their accuracy, CPU time and memory compression are discussed. Finally, conclusions of our results and perspectives of this
work are drawn in Section 5.
2. Adaptive multiresolution scheme
For the applications of the present paper, we consider a MR method that combines a ﬁnite volume discretization for
conservation laws with multiresolution analysis for cell averages, in the spirit of the schemes adopted in [11,23,28,35,39].
2.1. Multiresolution representation
The principle in the MR setting is to represent a set of function cell averages as values on a coarser grid plus a series of
differences at different levels of nested grids. The differences, i.e., the details, contain the information of the function when
going from a coarse to a ﬁner grid level. Adaptive MR representations are obtained by stopping the reﬁnement in a cell at a
certain scale level where the wavelet coeﬃcients are insigniﬁcant. An eﬃcient way to store the reduced MR data is to use
a tree data structure which allows to reduce the memory with respect to a FV scheme on the ﬁnest level. Also this kind of
representation could increase the speed-up during the time evolution because it reduces the time needed to search for the
information of neighbors.
We consider a hierarchy of regular grids in 2D Ω , 0    L. We denote by Ω0,(0,0) = Ω the root cell, which is a
rectangle with side lengths h x and h y . The different node cells at a level  > 0 forming Ω are given by Ω,(i , j ) , where
(i , j ) ∈ Λ . Here Λ denotes the ensemble of indices of the existing node cells on the level . The Ω,(i , j ) are rectangles
with side lengths h x, = 2− h x and h y , = 2− h y . In the tree terminology, the reﬁnement of a parent node cell Ω,(i , j ) at level
 produces four children nodes Ω+1,(2i ,2 j) , Ω+1,(2i ,2 j+1) , Ω+1,(2i +1,2 j) and Ω+1,(2i +1,2 j+1) at level  + 1, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Dyadic reﬁnement in 2D.



Let ū ,(i , j ) = |Ω 1 | Ω
u (x, y ) dx dy be the cell-average value of the scalar quantity u on the cell Ω,(i , j ) , and Ū  =
,(i , j )
,(i , j )
(ū ,(i , j ) )(i , j)∈Λ the ensemble of the existing cell-average values at level . To estimate the cell-averages of a level  from
the ones of the level  + 1, we use the projection operator P +1→l : Ū +1 → Ū  . This operator is exact and unique, given
that the parent cell-average is nothing but the weighted average of the children cell-averages
ū ,(i , j ) =

1
4



ū +1,(2i ,2 j ) + ū +1,(2i ,2 j +1) + ū +1,(2i +1,2 j ) + ū +1,(2i +1,2 j +1) ,

To estimate the cell-averages of a level  + 1 from the ones of the level , we use a prediction operator P →+1 : U¯ → Ũ +1 .
This operator gives an approximation Ũ +1 of Ū +1 at the level  + 1. We use the prediction operator of third order given
by a tensor product approach [7]. For n, p ∈ {0, 1}, we deﬁne
ũ +1,(2i +n,2 j + p ) = ū ,(i , j ) +

+

1
64

1

1

(−1)n [ū ,(i +1, j ) − ū ,(i −1, j ) ] + (−1) p [ū ,(i , j+1) − ū ,(i , j−1) ]

8

np

(−1)



8


[ū ,(i +1, j +1) − ū ,(i +1, j−1) ] − [ū ,(i −1, j +1) − ū ,(i −1, j −1) ] .

Note that this prediction is local, since it is made from the cell average ū ,(i , j ) and the eight nearest uncles ū ,(i ±1, j ±1) .
Second, it is consistent with the projection, i.e., P +1→ ◦ P →+1 = Id. The details are deﬁned as the difference between
the exact and the predicted values at three children cells
d̄+1,(2i ,2 j +1) = ū +1,(2i ,2 j +1) − ũ +1,(2i ,2 j +1) ,
d̄+1,(2i +1,2 j ) = ū +1,(2i +1,2 j ) − ũ +1,(2i +1,2 j ) ,
d̄+1,(2i +1,2 j +1) = ū +1,(2i +1,2 j +1) − ũ +1,(2i +1,2 j +1) .
Consequently, the knowledge of the cell-average values on the children Ū +1 is equivalent to the knowledge of the cellaverage values on the parents Ū  and three details





D̄ +1 = d̄+1,(2i ,2 j +1) , d̄+1,(2i +1,2 j ) , d̄+1,(2i +1,2 j +1) (i , j )∈Λ .

Repeating this operation recursively on L levels, one gets the so-called multiresolution transform on the cell-average values [23]





Ū L ←→ D̄ L , D̄ L −1 , . . . , D̄ 1 , Ū 0 .
In conclusion, the knowledge of the cell-average values of all the leaves Ū L is equivalent to the knowledge of the cell-average
value of the root Ū 0 and the details of all the other nodes of the tree structure.
2.2. Finite volume reference scheme
We consider hyperbolic conservation laws in Cartesian geometry for (x, y , t ) ∈ Ω × [0, +∞), Ω ⊂ R2 , of the form

∂u
= −∇ · f (u ),
∂t

(1)

with initial value u (x, y , 0) = u 0 (x, y ), and appropriate boundary conditions. As reference discretization, we consider numerical solutions represented as vectors Ū = Ū L containing approximated cell-averages on a uniform grid Ω L = {Ω L ,(i , j ) }. For
spatial discretization, a ﬁnite volume method is adopted which results in an ODE system
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= − F (Ū ),

(2)

where F (Ū ) is the numerical ﬂux function. For accuracy and stability reasons, a TVD second-order accurate scheme, based
on an usual upwind scheme is used for space discretization. Here it was decided to choose the AUSM+ scheme [33], together
with the Van Albada limiter.
For a sequence of discrete time values tn = nt, let Ū n denote an approximation of Ū at tn . For temporal discretization
we use an explicit Runge–Kutta (RK) scheme





Ū ∗ = Ū n − t F Ū n ,
Ū n+1 =

(3a)

1




∗

Ū n + Ū ∗ − t F Ū
(3b)
.
2
The combination of these spatial and temporal discretization may be expressed by a discrete evolution operator E =
E(t ), such that
Ū n+1 = EŪ n .

(4)

=
is
In the MR scheme, instead of using the representation on the full uniform grid Ω L , the numerical solution
formed by cell averages on an adaptive sparse grid Γ n = Γ Ln . Grid adaptivity in the MR scheme is related with an incomplete
tree structure, where cell reﬁnement may be interrupted at intermediate scale levels. This means that Γ n is formed by leaf
cells Ω,(i , j ) , 0    L, i , j ∈ L(Λ ), which are cells without children. Here L(Λ ) denotes the ensemble of indices for the
existing leaf cells of the level .
n+1
n
to Ū MR
, three basic steps are undertaken:
To evolve the solution from Ū MR
n+
n
Reﬁnement: Ū MR ← RŪ MR
n
Ū MR

Ū nL, M R

n+1

n+
Evolution: Ūˇ MR ← EMR Ū MR

n+1

n+1
Coarsening: Ū MR
← T( )Ūˇ MR
The reﬁnement operator R is a precautionary measure to account for possible translation or creation of ﬁner scales in the
solution between two subsequent time steps. Since the regions of smoothness or irregularities of the solution may change
with time, the grid Γ n may not be convenient anymore at the next time step t n+1 . Therefore, before doing the time evolution, the representation of the solution should be extended onto a grid Γ n+ , which is expected to be a reﬁnement of Γ n ,
and to contain Γ n+1 . Then, the time evolution operator EMR = EMR (t ) is applied. The subscript MR in E MR means that only
the cell-averages on the leaves of the computational grid Γ n+ are evolved in time, and that an adaptive ﬂux computation
n+
F MR (Ū MR
) is adopted at interfaces of cells of different scale levels. Finally, a thresholding operation T( ) (coarsening) is

n+1
applied in order to unreﬁne those cells in Γ n+ that are unnecessary for an accurate representation of Ū MR
.
If one wants to compress data organized in an adaptive tree structure, while still being able to navigate through it,
graduality is required. For instance, for a given node in the dynamic tree structure we assume that:

• its parent and the eight nearest uncles are in the tree (if not, create them as nodes);
• for ﬂux computations, if Ω,(i , j ) is a leaf, its eight nearest cousins Ω,(i ± p , j) and Ω,(i , j ± p ) , p ∈ {1, 2}, in each direction
are in the tree (if not, create them as virtual leaves);

• if a child node is created, all its brothers are also created.
For more details on these procedures, we refer to [40].
In the tree structure, the thresholding operator T( ) is deﬁned by removing leaves where details are smaller than a
prescribed tolerance  , while preserving the graduality property, and the reﬁnement operation R adds one more level as
security zone, in order to forecast the evolution of the solution in the tree representation at the next time step. These two
operations are performed by the following procedure.
We denote by Λ the ensemble of indices of the existing tree nodes in Γ n+ , by L(Λ) the restriction of Λ onto the leaves,
and by Λ the restriction of Λ to a level , 0   < L. For the whole tree, from the leaves to the root:

• Compute the details on the nodes d̄,(i , j ) , (i , j ) ∈ Λ−1 by multiresolution transform;
• If the details on a given node and its brothers are smaller than the prescribed tolerance, deﬁne this node as deletable.
For the whole tree, from the leaves to the root:

• If a node and its children nodes are deletable, and the children nodes are simple leaves (i.e., without virtual children),
then delete their children.

• If the node and its parents are not deletable, and it is not at the maximum level, then create the children for this node.
To illustrate the adaptive ﬂux computation, we consider the leaf Ω+1,(2i +1,2 j ) , sharing an interface with another leaf
Ω,(i +1, j) at a lower scale level, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For the calculation of the outgoing numerical ﬂux on the right
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Fig. 2. Adaptive numerical ﬂux computation in 2D.

interface, we use the cell width in the x direction h x,+1 as step size. The required right neighboring stencils are obtained
from the cousins Ω+1,(2i +2,2 j ) and Ω+1,(2i +3,2 j +1) , which are virtual cells. For conservation, the ingoing ﬂux on the leaf
Ω,(i +1, j ) is set equal to the sum of the outgoing ﬂuxes on the neighbor leaves of level  + 1. For more details on the
implementation of this procedure, we refer to [40].
3. Time adaptive strategies for the multiresolution scheme
In the following we consider three time adaptive strategies for the MR scheme.
3.1. MR/CTS scheme
For ODE simulations, instead of using a ﬁxed time step t chosen a priori, it can be advantageous to have a technique
that automatically adjusts its size dynamically. The time step t must be chosen suﬃciently small to satisfy a required
precision of the computed results, denoted by δdesired , but it must be suﬃciently large to avoid unnecessary computational
work. Typically, if Ū (1) is the approximation of Ū (t + t ), developments of the local truncation errors of the form



Ū (t + t ) − Ū (1) = C t p +1 + O t p +2



(5)

could be used to ﬁnd the step size required to attain a speciﬁed accuracy. However, since the leading constant C is not
known a priori, practical error estimates are necessary. To estimate the local truncation error, one idea is to apply two
embedded ODE solvers, one with order p and the other one with order p + 1 [22,41]. If Ū (2) is the approximation of
Ū (t + t ) generated by the method of order p + 1, then, for suﬃciently small t we have,
Ū (1) − Ū (2) ≈ C 1 t p +1 − C 2 t p +2 ≈ C 1 t p +1 .
This yields the estimate
C1 ≈

Ū (1) − Ū (2)

t p +1

.

Hence the step size required to maintain the local truncation error of the ﬁrst scheme below δdesired has the form t new =
ξ t, where

ξ=

δdesired
|Ū (1) − Ū (2) |

1/( p +1)

.

If we want to prevent the time step of varying too abruptly or to be sure that t new in fact will produce an error less
than δdesired , some care is needed. In the present implementation, we cannot go back to the previous time step once the
solution at the new time step is computed due to the low storage memory model we are using. Hence we decided to limit
the variation of the time step by introducing a so–called safety factor (S ). The new time step (t )new is chosen such that
−t
− S2  tnew
 S2 .
t
This method is typically used for ordinary differential equations to avoid bad choices of the time step. For memory
reasons, we cannot go back in the evolution once we have computed the solution at the new time step, e.g., as proposed
by [19]. This means that t new is used to evolve the solution to the next step using the higher order scheme. Using a more
stringent limiter or a safety factor the choice of non-admissible time steps can be avoided. The drawback of the limiter is
that, in case that the initial time step is far from the ideal time step, CPU time could be wasted as the time step cannot
be increased suﬃciently fast. To overcome this, we heuristically deﬁne S = S (t ) with an exponential decay during the ﬁrst
time steps, i.e.,
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S (t ) = (S0 − Smin ) exp −

t
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+ Smin .

t

The behavior of the limiter S (t ) for t = 0 is the maximal allowed variation S0 and, for t → ∞, it is Smin , where Smin < S0 .
In the present paper we use S0 = 0.1 and Smin = 0.01 for all case studies presented. This means that we allow 10% of
variation of the time step in the initial time step and after few iterations we allow only 1%.
For the applications of the present paper, we adopt the Runge–Kutta Fehlberg 2(3), where the second order scheme is
the one deﬁned in (3). Given Ū ∗ computed as in (3a), then the third order scheme computes one more stage to obtain
Ū ∗∗ =

 
1 n
3Ū + Ū ∗ − t F Ū ∗ ,
4

Ū n+1 =

1
3





Ū n + 2Ū ∗∗ − 2t F Ū ∗∗ .

In the MR/CTS setting, Ū is replaced by Ū MR , and F (U¯) should be taken as F MR (Ū MR ).
3.2. MR/LTS scheme
Assume that, at time t n , the time step t is chosen to evolve the cells at the ﬁnest scale level L present in the MR grid
(e.g., by the CFL condition or by the CTS procedure). The MR/LTS principle is to evolve the cells at lower levels 0   < L
with time step t  = 2 L − t. The main aspects of such scheme are:
1. One complete time cycle ranges from t n to t n+2 .
p
p
2. For 0  p  L, there are intermediate sub-cycles (p , s), from t n+s2 to t n+(s+1)2 , 0  s  2 L − p − 1. Thus, (L , 0) corresponds to the complete time cycle.
3. During each sub-cycle (p , s), the time integration is only performed for cells at levels   L − p.
4. Before starting a sub-cycle (p , s), required virtual cell averages should be obtained from the information of their parents,
by prediction.
5. Sub-cycle (p , s), starts by the ﬁrst RK stage for cells at level L − p.
6. For those cells which are parents of virtual cells at level L − p + 1, cell averages are obtained by linear interpolation
p −1
at time t n+(2s+1)2 . Eventually, after the completion of the sub-cycle (p − 1, 2s), and before starting the sub-cycle
(p − 1, 2s + 1), these parent cell-averages should be updated by a second RK stage.
7. Next, sub-cycles (p − 1, 2s) and (p − 1, 2s + 1) are performed at levels   L − p + 1.
p
8. Finally, sub-cycle (p , s) is concluded at time t n+(s+1)2 after the second RK updating stage for cells at level L − p.
p
9. Reﬁnement operations are only allowed on the tree data structure at level L − p, at times t n+(s+1)2 , after the completion
of sub-cycle (p , s).
10. Coarsening of the mesh is forbidden during the LTS time cycle.
L

This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3, where a MR grid at time t n contains cells up to the level L = 2, and thus the time
cycle ranges from t n to t n+4 . Eventually, at the intermediate time t n+3 , a grid reﬁnement introduces cells at level 3, and the
corresponding cell averages are integrated until the synchronization time t n+4 . In practice, several scale levels are allowed
in MR grids. However, we recall that, since we are working with a spatially graded tree data structure, there is only one
level difference between two neighbor cells. For more details of the implementation of the MR/LTS scheme, we refer to [15].
3.3. MR/CTS/LTS scheme
The MR/CTS/LTS scheme combines the two previous time adaptive strategies as follows:

• First, the MR/CTS strategy is applied just to determine a step size t required to safely integrate the problem with a
global time stepping.

• Then, the MR/LTS cycle is computed using the obtained step size t for the evolution of the cell averages in the ﬁnest
scale level, and successively larger time steps at coarser levels.

• Finally, another MR/CTS time step is done to adjust the time step after one complete MR/LTS cycle.
This technique hence allows to change the time step size during the time evolution to control the truncation error in
time and to beneﬁt from the local time stepping to reduce further the computational cost. Nevertheless, we should mention
that the local time stepping implies large time cycles for many reﬁnement levels. The size of the time cycle is increasing
with the number of reﬁnement levels. Therefore a wide range of adaptive scales in MR/CTS/LTS implies that the time step
control becomes less eﬃcient to rapidly adjust t.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of MR/LTS scheme.

4. Applications to Euler equations
To illustrate the accuracy and eﬃciency of the different MR methods, we consider the compressible Euler equations. In
one space dimension, we compute the Lax test-case and in two space dimensions the implosion of an elliptically shaped
diaphragm. The results of the adaptive computations are compared with FV computations on the ﬁnest grid and for the Lax
test-case also with the available exact solution.
4.1. Lax test-case in 1D
We consider the compressible Euler equations

∂F
∂Q
+
= 0,
∂t
∂x
with
Q =

(6)


ρ 
ρv
and F =
ρv
ρ v2 + p
ρe
(ρ e + p ) v

where ρ = ρ (x, t ) is the density, v = v (x, t ) is the velocity in the x-direction, e = e (x, t ) is the energy per unit of mass and
p = p (x, t ) is the pressure. The system is completed by the equation of state for an ideal gas p = ρ R T = (γ − 1)ρ (e − v 2 /2),
where T = T (x, t ) is the temperature, γ is the speciﬁc heat ratio and R is the speciﬁc gas constant. In dimensionless form,
we obtain the same system of equations, but the equation of state becomes p = ρ T /(γ Ma2 ), where Ma denotes the Mach
number. For the applications of the present paper, we set Ma = 1 and γ = 1.4.
We consider the Lax test-case corresponding to the initial condition
Q (x, t = 0) =

0.445
0.311
8.928


,

if x < 0,

and

Q (x, t = 0) =

0.5
0
1.4275


,

otherwise.

Details on this test-case and its exact solution can be found, e.g., in [32,45].
We compute the solution in the domain Ω = [−1, 1], with Neumann boundary conditions applied on both sides. The
simulations are performed until physical time t = 0.32, and all errors are taken at this ﬁnal instant. We take the grid spacing
x = 2L −1 at the ﬁnest scale level. The results are for L = 10 and for the MR schemes the threshold parameter is  = 10−3 .
For this problem, the maximal absolute value for the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix is constant for t > 0, and it is
approximately λmax = 0.47. Therefore, for all FV, MR and MR/LTS simulations, we assume a constant time step t, which is
obtained from the input CFL parameter by the formula
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Fig. 4. CFL evolution for FV/CTS (top) and MR/CTS (bottom) schemes, with CFL(0) = 0.4 (left) and CFL(0) = 1.5 (right).

CFL = λmax

t
.
x

For FV simulations within t  0.32 using AUSM + Van Albada limiter and the RK scheme, we found the stability limits
CFL  1.0 for RK2, and CFL  1.33 for RK3.
For all CTS schemes, an input parameter CFL(0) is provided by the user, and CFL(t ) evolves according to the new t
obtained by time step control. Using the FV/CTS scheme, Fig. 4 (top) shows the CFL evolution for two different values of
CFL(0), one below and one above the CFL/RK3 stability limit, namely CFL(0) = 0.4, and CFL(0) = 1.5. To observe the effect
of the δdesired parameter, we consider δdesired = 2− M , M = 3, 5, 7, and 9. For all cases, initially there is a transient state, and
then CFL(t ) becomes constant. We ﬁnd that the steady state value CFL∞ remains within the stability limit of the scheme.
We observe that CFL∞ = CFL∞ (δdesired ) decreases when δdesired decreases, but nevertheless it seems to be insensitive to the
CFL(0) input. For instance, the plots in Fig. 5 show that, independently of the values CFL(0) = 0.1, 0.4, 1.0 and 1.5, the time
control strategy forces CFL(t ) to stabilize around the constants CFL∞ = 0.2, 0.32, 0.72 and 1.32 for δdesired = 2−9 , 2−7 , 2−5
and 2−3 , respectively. Similar results hold for the MR/CTS schemes (see Fig. 4, bottom).
To analyze the effect of the CTS strategy on the accuracy of the numerical solution, Table 1 contains L 1 errors for the
density at t = 0.32 produced by FV/CTS and MR/CTS schemes with different δdesired values. The CPU time of each simulation
is also indicated. For comparison, results obtained with the FV-RK3 scheme without time step control are also shown with
constant CFL = CFL∞ (δdesired ). For all cases, the accuracy of the numerical solutions has the same behavior, which is almost
insensitive to the CFL history.
Memory and CPU time compression effects of MR, FV/CTS and MR/CTS schemes are given in Table 2. Results are also
shown for the L 1 errors on density and kinetic energy, which is deﬁned by

E=

1
2

1



2

ρ (x) v (x) dx.

−1

For the CTS schemes, we choose δdesired = 2−3 = 0.125, which corresponds to CFL∞ = 1.32. We compare three sets of
tests: CFL(0) = 1.5, 0.4, and 0.1. For the ﬁrst case, since the initial CFL is above the stability limit, we consider the FV-RK3
scheme with CFL = 1.32 as reference scheme. For the second and third cases, the reference scheme is the FV-RK3 scheme
with CFL = CFL(0).
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Fig. 5. CFL evolution for the FV/CTS scheme with δdesired = 2−9 (top, left), 2−7 (top, right), 2−5 (bottom, left) and 2−3 (bottom, right).

Table 1
ρ
L 1 error (×10−3 ) of density ρ and CPU time (sec) for the Lax test-case using FV-RK3, RK2(3) FV/CTS and MR/CTS schemes at time t = 0.32 with L = 10.
For the MR cases  = 10−3 and for the CTS cases CFL(0) = 0.4 and 1.5, for different δdesired .
Method, CFL

FV-RK3
Method, δdesired

1.32

0.72

0.32

0.20

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

6.79

28

7.23

51

7.08

115

7.06

183

2−3

2−5

2−7

2−9

for CFL(0) = 0.4

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

FV/CTS-RK2(3)
MR/CTS-RK2(3)

6.75
7.07

32
7

7.08
7.37

52
12

7.09
7.37

113
26

7.09
7.38

188
43

for CFL(0) = 1.5
FV/CTS-RK2(3)
MR/CTS-RK2(3)

6.65
7.00

28
5

7.11
7.39

47
9

7.11
7.39

96
19

7.11
7.39

149
30

In all cases, the variation of the L 1 errors is less than 11%, and the errors on the kinetic energy do not exceed 0.18%. All
the MR schemes approximately require the same amount of memory, which is less than 40% of the corresponding reference
scheme. Concerning CPU time compression with respect to the reference scheme, we observe that the gain is almost the
same for the three MR-RK3 computations. However, for the CTS schemes, the gain is more signiﬁcant, in particular for
CFL(0) = 0.1 and CFL(0) = 0.4. This is an expected behavior, since for these cases CFL(t ) increases to CFL∞ = 1.32, as shown
on the bottom-right side of Fig. 4.
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Table 2
Comparison of the speed-up and the errors L 1 on density ρ and energy E for the numerical solution of the 1D Euler equations using the Lax test-case at
time t = 0.32 with L = 10 levels. For every CTS scheme with δdesired = 0.125. For the MR computations,  = 10−3 .
Method

Error

CPU

L1
(×10−3 )

E
(%)

FV-RK3, CFL = 1.32 (Ref.)
FV/CTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 1.5
MR-RK3, CFL = 1.32
MR/CTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 1.5

6.79
6.60
7.13
7.00

FV-RK3, CFL = 0.4 (Ref.)
FV/CTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 0.4
MR-RK3, CFL = 0.4
MR/CTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 0.4
FV-RK3, CFL = 0.1 (Ref.)
FV/CTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 0.1
MR-RK3, CFL = 0.1
MR/CTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 0.1

Time
(sec)

(%)

Memory
(%)

0.11
0.16
0.12
0.18

28
28
7
5

100
100
25
18

100
100
37
37

7.05
6.76
7.40
7.07

0.16
0.17
0.17
0.17

91
33
21
7

100
36
23
8

100
100
37
35

7.05
6.75
7.38
7.04

0.16
0.17
0.18
0.17

368
44
83
9

100
12
22
2

100
100
37
33

Table 3
Comparison of the L 1 error (×10−3 ) of density ρ , and CPU time (sec) of the numerical solutions for the Lax test-case using the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) scheme
at time t = 0.32 with L = 10. For the MR cases we use  = 10−3 , and for the CTS cases, we use CFL(0) = 0.4 and 1.5.
CFL

FV-RK2
Method, δdesired

1.0

0.72

L1

CPU

L1

7.57

25

7.39

2−3

0.32
CPU
35
2−5

0.20

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

7.11

78

7.07

126

2−7

2−9

for CFL(0) = 0.4

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

L1

CPU

MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3)

8.18

5

8.43

9

7.46

19

7.43

32

for CFL(0) = 1.5
MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3)

8.04

4

8.23

7

7.63

14

7.44

22

The plots for the exact density ρ at t = 0.32 and its numerical approximations are shown on the top-left side of Fig. 6
for the third set of schemes presented in Table 2. It is shown that the numerical solutions agree well with the exact one.
The three other plots correspond to zoom-ins around the rarefaction zone (Fig. 6, top-right side), the contact discontinuity
(Fig. 6, bottom-left side) and the shock (Fig. 6, bottom-right side). In the rarefaction zone and the contact discontinuity, both
FV and MR schemes coincide with their CTS version. Due to the thresholding procedure, both MR and MR/CTS computations
loose accuracy in these regions, especially in the rarefaction zone, where both FV and FV/CTS schemes almost superimpose
with the exact solution. On the other hand, close to the shock, some oscillations appear for the CTS schemes, since for
δdesired = 0.125 these simulations control the CFL parameter around the stability limit. For more restrictive δdesired values,
allowing lower stationary CFL values, these oscillations disappear, as shown in Fig. 7.
On the left side of Fig. 8, the leaves of the adaptive MR grid are represented in a position × scale plane. As expected,
the grid is reﬁned close to discontinuities or steep gradients and the highest level is reached in the vicinity of the shock, at
the contact discontinuities and at the rarefaction boundaries. The percentage of cells for each scale is presented in Fig. 8. It
is shown that the distributions are almost the same for MR-RK3 and MR/CTS-RK2(3) methods tested here. The MR/LTS-RK2
and MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) cell distributions also have a similar behavior, but they reaches smaller values around scale 7 than
the values obtained with the MR-RK3 and MR/CTS-RK2(3) methods.
All previous computations were also performed with the MR/LTS-RK2 and MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3). It is shown that the
parameter δdesired affects the CFL history in the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) scheme in a very similar way. For instance, the CFL∞
values coincide with the ones obtained using the MR/CTS scheme (Figs. 4, 5). Furthermore, the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) scheme
has the same accuracy as the FV-RK2 scheme with constant CFL = CFL∞ (δdesired ), as indicated in Table 3.
In Table 4, the L 1 error of density and kinematic energy, together with the memory and CPU time compressions, are
shown for the MR/LTS-RK2 and MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) schemes with δdesired = 0.125, the latter corresponding to CFL∞ = 1.32.
We compare three sets of tests: CFL(0) = 1.5, 0.4, and 0.1. In the ﬁrst case, for stability reasons, we consider the FV-RK2
scheme with CFL = 1.0 as reference scheme. In the second and third cases, the reference scheme is the FV-RK2 scheme with
CFL = CFL(0). Concerning CPU time and memory compressions with respect to the FV-RK2 reference scheme, the eﬃciency
of the MR/LTS and MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) schemes grows with decreasing initial CFL parameters. Furthermore, the speed-up of
the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) scheme with respect to the MR/LTS scheme is also increased from 15% to 36% as CFL(0) decreases
from 1.5 to 0.1.
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Fig. 6. Exact and computed density for the Lax test-case with the FV-RK3, MR-RK3, FV/CTS-RK2(3), and MR/CTS-RK2(3) schemes, t = 0.32 with L = 10 (top,
left). For all MR cases,  = 10−3 , and for all CTS cases, δdesired = 0.125 and CFL(0) = 0.1. Zoom on the rarefaction zone (top, right), the contact discontinuity
(bottom, left) and the shock (bottom, right).

Fig. 7. Zoom on the shock for the FV/CTS-RK2(3) (left) and MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) (right) schemes with different δdesired , CFL(0) = 0.4. For the MR computations
we use  = 10−3 .

The plots in Fig. 9 show the exact density proﬁle ρ and its numerical approximations computed with the FV-RK2, MRRK2, MR/LTS-RK2 and MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) schemes close to the contact discontinuity, the shock and the rarefaction wave. In
the rarefaction wave region (Fig. 9, top-left side), the best multiresolution approximation is given by the MR-RK2 scheme.
On the other hand, the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) solution ﬁts better the lower part of the contact discontinuity (Fig. 9, bottomright side). Close to the shock, some oscillations also appear for the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) scheme, since for δdesired = 0.125,
this simulation yields a CFL parameter close to the stability limit. These oscillations disappear for more restrictive δdesired
values, allowing lower stationary CFL values, as shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8. Adaptive grid (left) and percentage of cells for each scale (right) for the MR method at t = 0.32 with L = 10, CFL = 0.1 and

 = 10−3 .

Table 4
Comparison of the L 1 error (×10−3 ) of density ρ and the energy E, and speed-up of the different numerical schemes applied to the 1D Euler equations at
time t = 0.32 with L = 10 levels. For all CTS schemes computations, δdesired = 0.125 is used and for the MR computations, we set  = 10−3 .
Method

Error

CPU

L1
(×10−3 )

E
(%)

FV-RK2, CFL = 1.0 (Ref.)
MR-RK2, CFL = 1.0
MR/LTS-RK2, CFL = 1.0
MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 1.5

7.57
7.99
7.99
8.04

FV-RK2, CFL = 0.4 (Ref.)
MR-RK2, CFL = 0.4
MR/LTS-RK2, CFL = 0.4
MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 0.4
FV-RK2, CFL = 0.1 (Ref.)
MR-RK2, CFL = 0.1
MR/LTS-RK2, CFL = 0.1
MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 0.1

Time
(sec)

(%)

Memory
(%)

0.07
0.08
0.08
0.10

25
6
3
4

100
24
12
16

100
37
37
35

7.10
7.44
8.28
8.18

0.15
0.17
0.11
0.07

63
15
9
5

100
24
14
8

100
37
36
34

7.05
7.44
7.43
7.94

0.16
0.17
0.19
0.18

252
58
44
13

100
23
17
5

100
37
37
35

4.2. 2D Euler equations: elliptical implosion
As 2D test-case, we study an inviscid implosion phenomenon. In a square box, an elliptic diaphragm separates two
regions which contain the same gas, but with different conditions of pressure and temperature. Inside the diaphragm, the
pressure and temperature are lower than outside. In both regions, the gas is at rest. On the boundaries, we impose free-slip
boundary conditions. The computation is stopped before the shock wave reaches the boundary, so that the inﬂuence of the
boundaries can be neglected.
At t = 0, the diaphragm is broken. A shock wave and a contact discontinuity are moving towards the center, while a
rarefaction wave is moving in the opposite direction.
Replacing in (1) the scalar u by the vector of conservative variables (ρ , ρ v 1 , ρ v 2 , ρ e ) T , we obtain the 2D Euler equations
in its conservative form. Here ρ is the ﬂuid density, v 1 , v 2 are the velocity components in x and y direction, respectively,
and e is the energy per unit of mass. The ﬂux function f = ( f 1 , f 2 ) T is given by

⎛
⎜ ρ

f1 = ⎝

⎞

ρ v1

v 22 + p
v1 v2

ρ

⎟
⎠,

(ρ e + p ) v 1

⎛

⎞
ρ v2
⎜ ρ v1 v2 ⎟
f2 = ⎝
,
ρ v 22 + p ⎠
(ρ e + p ) v 2

where the pressure p satisﬁes p = (γ − 1)ρ (e − 12 ( v 21 + v 22 )), and
The initial condition is deﬁned by v 1 = v 2 = 0 and



ρ (r , t = 0) =

1
0.125

if r  r0 ,
if r > r0 ,



ρ e (r , t = 0) =

2.5
0.25

γ = 1.4 denotes the speciﬁc heat ratio.

if r  r0 ,
if r > r0 ,

where r0 denotes the initial radius.
The initial condition is stretched in one direction and in addition a rotation is applied.

The radius thus becomes r = X 2 /a2 + Y 2 /b2 , with the new coordinates X = x cos θ − y sin θ and Y = −x sin θ + y cos θ .
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Fig. 9. Exact and computed density for the Lax test-case using the FV-RK2, MR/LTS-RK2, and MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) schemes, t = 0.32 with L = 10. For all MR
cases, we use  = 10−3 , for all CTS cases, δdesired = 0.125 and CFL(0) = 0.1. Zoom on the rarefaction zone (top, left), the shock region (top, right), and the
contact discontinuity region (bottom).

Fig. 10. Zoom on the shock for the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) scheme with CFL(0) = 0.4 and different δdesired .

In the following, we choose a = 1/3, b = 1, θ = −π /3, and r0 = 1. The computational domain is Ω = [−2, 2]2 . As before,
the numerical ﬂux is computed with the AUSM+ scheme with the van Albada limiter. Either RK2 or RK3 schemes are used
for time integration. In all MR computation, the threshold parameter is  = 2 × 10−3 .
To establish the stability limit, the FV scheme is considered with L = 10 levels and tested in the time interval [0, 0.4]
with a constant time step. The stability limit is given by CFL(0)  0.38 for the FV-RK2 scheme, and by CFL(0)  0.41 for
the FV-RK3 one. The curves in Fig. 11 represent the time evolution of the CFL for these two limit values, revealing that,
during the simulation, λmax reaches a maximum larger than 2.7 times its initial value. Similar behavior is found for the MR
computations using both RK2 and RK3 schemes.
Fig. 12 shows the initial isolines of density with the corresponding adaptive grid for L = 10. Fig. 13 shows the isolines
of density at t = 0.5, computed with FV-RK3, MR-RK3, MR/LTS-RK2 and MR/CTS-RK2(3) methods, with L = 10 scales. For
all tests with a constant time step, we set t = 6 × 10−4 . It corresponds to an initial CFL(0) = 0.18. This value has been
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Fig. 11. 2D Euler equations: stability limit for the FV-RK2 and FV-RK3 schemes with constant time step, L = 10, t  0.5.

Fig. 12. Initial condition of the 2D Euler equations: density contours (left) and corresponding adaptive grid (right), L = 10.

chosen so that CFL  0.5 during the computation (see Fig. 16). For the CTS schemes, δdesired = 2−4 and the initial time step
is chosen so that CFL(0) = 0.24. This value has been chosen so that, for the MR/CTS-RK2(3) scheme, CFL  0.5 during the
computation (see Fig. 16). In Fig. 14, the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) solution is plotted, together with the corresponding adaptive
grid. We observe that all the computation ﬁt the FV-RK3 reference solution on the regular ﬁnest grid, and that the adaptive
grid tracks well the discontinuity and the steep gradients of the solution.
Density cuts are shown in Fig. 15. To check for the grid convergence, we also show the results of a FV computation
using one more level (L = 11), which corresponds to a resolution of 20482 . We ﬁnd a rather good agreement between
both FV computations and hence conclude that L = 10 levels yield a suﬃcient resolution for this problem. Concerning the
different adaptive MR computations we observe that all computations ﬁt, which is further conﬁrmed by the zooming into
the central-right region of the computational domain (Fig. 15, right side).
In Table 5, we compare the computational eﬃciency and the precision of the different numerical methods using either
second or third order time integration schemes. The reference computation is given by the FV scheme on the ﬁnest regular
grid L = 11 with a constant time step corresponding to the initial CFL(0) parameter. For the memory compression, we ﬁnd
for all adaptive schemes approximately the same results, i.e., around 18% of the memory required by the FV computation is
used.
To evaluate the accuracy of the computation, we compute the total kinetic energy of the ﬁnal instant t = 0.5 and compare it with the one obtained with the FV-RK3 method computed with one more scale. The best accuracy of the adaptive
computation is obtained with the MR/CTS-RK2(3) method, followed by the MR-RK3 and MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) methods. However, the difference of accuracy between RK2 and RK3 methods is quite small. The MR/LTS computations show slightly
larger errors due to the additional interpolation step. Concerning the speed-up of the adaptive schemes, Table 5 shows
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Fig. 13. 2D Euler equations: isolines of density at t = 0.5 with L = 10, for the FV-RK3 (top, left), MR-RK3 (top, right), MR/CTS-RK2(3) (bottom, left), and
MR/LTS-RK2 (bottom, right) methods. We use  = 2 × 10−3 , and we set δdesired = 2−4 .

Fig. 14. 2D Euler equations: isolines of density at t = 0.5, for the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) method (left), and corresponding adaptive grid (right) with L = 10,
 = 2 × 10−3 , and δdesired = 2−4 .
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Fig. 15. 2D Euler equations: density proﬁles for the different methods on the line y = 0 at t = 0.5 (left), and zoom around the central-right region [0, 0.7]
(right) with L = 10,  = 2 × 10−3 and δdesired = 2−4 .

Table 5
Comparison for the numerical solutions of the 2D Euler equations for t = 0.5 with L = 10 and
Method

Error

CPU

E
(%)

Time

FV-RK2, CFL(0) = 0.18 (Ref.)
MR-RK2, CFL(0) = 0.18
MR/LTS-RK2, CFL(0) = 0.18
MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3), CFL(0) = 0.24

0.60
0.67
1.09
0.66

FV-RK3, CFL(0) = 0.18 (Ref.)
MR-RK3, CFL(0) = 0.18
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Fig. 16. 2D Euler equations: time evolution of the time step t (left) and the CFL number (right) for the different adaptive methods.

that the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) method is 1.5 times faster than the MR-RK3 method, and 8.33 times faster than the FV-RK3
computation, which nicely illustrates the additional speed-up of adaptive and local time stepping.
In Fig. 16, we plot the evolution of the time step, together with the CFL number. We observe that all the methods with
a ﬁxed time step and the MR/CTS-RK2(3) method guarantee the condition CFL  0.5. However, the MR/CTS-RK2(3) scheme
forces the time step to decrease in the region around t = 0.1, where λmax is larger. After t = 0.2, for smaller values of λmax ,
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the time step increases again. This behavior illustrates the ability of CTS methods to adapt the step size according to needs
of the numerical solution.
For the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) method, the CFL locally reaches 0.65, since the time step on the ﬁnest grid can only be
modiﬁed at the end of a time cycle (see Fig. 16, left). Nevertheless, this fact does not affect much the quality of the solution,
since the error on the kinetic energy is roughly the same as the one obtained using the MR-RK3 method.
5. Conclusion
In the present paper, different time stepping strategies for space adaptive MR methods for hyperbolic conservation laws
were investigated and applied to the compressible Euler equations in one and two space dimensions. We have compared explicit time stepping using a ﬁxed time step with a level-dependent time-stepping MR/LTS method, where the time step can
be increased at larger scales without violating the stability criterion, and with a controlled time stepping MR/CTS method,
where the time step is automatically adjusted during the time evolution. In addition, we have presented a combination of
the two latter methods where, after one complete cycle of the MR/LTS method, a time step control is applied to increase or
decrease the current time step.
For both 1D and 2D test-cases, we have found that the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) method represents the best compromise
between accuracy and eﬃciency. Furthermore the MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) method is the fastest method for the 2D test-case
studied here. This motivates the application of MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) to three dimensional problems.
In [15], we applied the MR/LTS scheme to reaction-diffusion equations and found already a good speed-up with respect
to the MR scheme. The use of MR/CTS/LTS-RK2(3) will probably allow a larger speed-up and allows in addition an automatic
time step control to ensure numerical stability, since the stability limit is generally not known a priori for reaction-diffusion
problems where the source term is strongly non-linear. In future work, we plan to develop a new level dependent time step
control which allows to adapt the time step within a cycle of the level dependent time stepping MR/LTS and hence will
permit to control the time step of the MR/LTS scheme instantaneously.
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